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MISSOULA-The Community Service Program (CSP) of the University of Montana in Missoula has
received grants totaling $51,000 to provide evaluation assistance to two state agencies
in efforts to solve drug abuse problems.
Contracts have been signed with the State Addictive Diseases Unit and the Southwestern
Montana Drug Program (SMDP).

The SMDP contract is being administered through the

Department of Institutions, Helena.
The CSP Evaluation Unit is directed by Dr. Jon J. Driessen, associate professor of
sociology at UM, who is principal investigator for the SMDP.
are John H. Newman and Robert Rechlin.

Two CSP research associates

Additional support in statistical analysis is

provided by Albert Simkus, a graduate assistant in sociology at

~1.

The continuing contract with the SMDP is for a third year of evaluation with that
program.

Michael A.

Mu~ray,

Helena, SMDP administrative director, has contracted for

services ranging from statistical profiles of treatment outcomes to evaluation of treatment
sites and case studies of program clients.
The contract with the Addictive Diseases Unit, headed by George L. Swartz, Helena,
ADU director, the acting state drug authority, calls for several items designed to advance
federal, state and local cooperation in solving drug abuse problems.

Contracted items

include providing assistance in analyzing the State of Montana's Drug and Alcohol Study of
incidence and prevalence, hidden abuse survey and developing a statewide drug evaluation
pla~.
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